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Guide to Online Resources on African Americans in 
Physics, Astronomy, and Related Disciplines 

 
Introduction 
This list of online resources presents a variety of websites and online video interviews which 
highlight historical and contemporary experiences of African American scientists in physics, 
astronomy, and related disciplines.  Sites are arranged alphabetically by title. 
 
Websites 
 
Aziza Productions 
URL: http://www.draziza.com/ 

 
Dr. Aziza Baccouche is an African American theoretical physicist who lost most of her 
sight as a child and has endured multiple brain operations.  In addition to her work in 
theoretical nuclear physics, she is an author, filmmaker, and motivational speaker.  Her 
website includes a gallery of videos and her media production company, Aziza 
Productions, specializes in the production of science-based multi-media films and 
videos.   

 
The Black Inventor Online Museum 
URL: http://blackinventor.com/ 
 

The Black Inventor Online Museum is an educational and informational website that 
presents the stories of black inventors from the eighteenth century to the present.  The 
online exhibits feature biographical profiles, photographs, and in some cases, audio and 
video components, that tell the stories of black inventors throughout history.  The 
museum also makes it easy to search for male and female inventors specifically.   

 
Black Science Network 
URL: http://www.blacksciencenetwork.com/ 
 

The Black Science Network is a website where Black scientists from around the world 
can connect to each other and share resources.  The website contains resources for 
students, teachers, and professionals, a calendar of events, a collection of videos of 
Black scientists, and many more resources for the Black scientific community.   

 
BlackPast.org: An Online Reference Guide to African American History 
URL: http://www.blackpast.org/  
 

This website contains over 13,000 pages on African American history divided into three 
main areas: African American History, African American History in the West, and Global 
African History.  In each of these sections are a variety of resources including 
encyclopedia entries, full text primary documents, and major speeches of black activists 
and leaders from the 18th century to the present, historical timelines, lists of major 
newspapers, magazines, and journals, and research guides and websites.   

 
Blacks at MIT History Project 
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URL: http://blackhistory.mit.edu/ 
 

The Blacks at MIT History Project was initiated by Dr. Clarence G. Williams in 1995 in 
order to document the experience of blacks at MIT since the institute opened in 1865.  
The Project aims to “place the black experience at MIT in its full and appropriate context” 
by conducting oral history video interviews, archival research, and building interactive 
web exhibits.  In 2001, Technology and the Dream: Reflections on the Black Experience 
at MIT, 1941-1999 was published which included several oral histories with black 
physicists who went to MIT such as Shirley Ann Jackson and Sylvester James Gates, Jr.   
 

Cape Cosmos 
URL: http://www.capecosmos.org 
Maintained in part by the National Science Foundation 
 

Cape Cosmos is an interactive website dedicated to telling the story of women and 
African Americans involved in the early space program.  Cape Cosmos is a fictitious 
space facility set in the 1950s and 1960s.  While the site is fictional, viewers are 
introduced to real historical figures.  Mae Jemison, the first African American woman in 
space narrates the journey which features video interviews with African American 
scientists and engineers such as George Carruthers, an astrophysicist who invented the 
first ultraviolet camera, and Morgan Watson, the first African American engineer hired at 
NASA.  The site includes videos, games, and challenges.   

 
National Society of Black Physicists 
URL: http://www.nsbp.org/  

 
The National Society of Black Physicists is an affiliated society of the American Institute 
of Physics.  Inaugurated in 1977, the NSBP is a global professional society uniting 
African American, Afro-Caribbean, and African physicists and astronomers.  NSBP 
provides programs for physics students, information and resources on public policy, 
career services, scholarships and prizes, and organizes an annual conference.   

 
Physicists of the African Diaspora: Who are the Black Physicists? 
URL: http://www.math.buffalo.edu/mad/physics/physics-peeps.html  
Maintained by Dr. Scott Williams, Professor of Mathematics, University of Buffalo, last updated 
in 2008 
 

This website provides a wealth of biographical information on physicists of African 
descent in America and around the world.    The site includes biographical sketches of 
more than one hundred physicists including photographs and references.  Though the 
site has not been updated since 2008, it is still the most comprehensive online resource 
for research on individual African American physicists.  Related sites are dedicated to 
Astronomers and Astrophysicists of the African Diaspora, Mathematicians of the African 
Diaspora, and Computer Scientists of the African Diaspora.  

 
Science Makers Digital Archive 
URL: http://www.thehistorymakers.com/sciencemakers 
Maintained by History Makers 
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Science Makers is a part of History Makers, the nation’s largest African American digital 
video oral history collection.  The digital archive is a result of a National Science 
Foundation 3-year grant to interview 180 of the nation’s top African American scientists.  
The archive includes about 70 African American scientists in the physical sciences.  
While access to the archive requires a paid subscription, the Science Makers Toolkit is 
free-of-charge and includes lesson plans that encourage students to learn about these 
scientists and their work. 

 
Women and Minorities in Science and Technology: A Guide to Selected Resources 
URL: http://www.loc.gov/rr/scitech/SciRefGuides/womenminorities.html  
Maintained by the Library of Congress 
 

This science reference guide provides a wide range of resources on women and 
minorities in science and technology including a bibliography of general titles, 
information on education, recruitment, and career, resources on women and minorities in 
anthropology and exploration, aviation and astronautics, earth and environmental 
sciences, health, medicine, and psychology, life sciences, mathematics, physical 
sciences, and technology and invention.  It also includes a selection of journals, Library 
of Congress guides, and selected internet resources. 

 
 
Video Interviews and Clips 
 
Aziza Productions – Physics Bridge Profile 
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzKNRUgcXlE&list=PL19F9E7E0BE32A31F 
Date Uploaded: July 4, 2009 
Duration: 6 minutes, 30 seconds 
 

This short video profiles Erica Morgan, a student in the Fisk-Vanderbilt Bridge Program.  
She describes her experience as a physics student at Tennessee State University and 
her decision to enroll in the Bridge Program. 

 
Aziza Productions – Profile of Dr. Stephen Avery 
URL: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aW2uamNMRhY&index=7&list=PL19F9E7E0BE32A31F 
Date Uploaded: June 7, 2009 
Duration: 5 minutes, 57 seconds 
 

Dr. Stephen Avery is a medical physicist and currently the director of the Master of 
Medical Physics Program at the University of Pennsylvania.    In the video, he talks 
about his work on the Proton Project at University of Pennsylvania and his work as a 
medical physicist.  

 
Aziza Productions – Profile of Beth Brown 
URL: Part One – 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aWa2UvGtjgs&list=PL19F9E7E0BE32A31F&
index=9 
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Part Two – 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMEIMjvX2kE&index=10&list=PL19F9E7E0B
E32A31F 

Date Uploaded: September 8, 2009 
Duration:  Part One – 9 minutes, 13 seconds 
     Part Two – 9 minutes, 2 seconds 
 

This two-part video series profiles astronomer Dr. Beth Brown was produced following 
her passing in 2008.  The first part discusses her decision to pursue astronomy, her 
education at Howard University and the University of Michigan, her work as a scientist at 
the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center researching black holes, and her dedication to 
increasing young, African American students to pursue astronomy and physics.  The 
second part allows different colleagues to reflect on Dr. Brown’s life and legacy.  The 
videos feature physicists Dr. Demetrius Venable, Dr. George Carruthers, Dr. Greg 
Jenkins, Dr. Anna Coble, Dr. Jarita Holbrook, and many others. 

 
Aziza Productions – Profile of Dr. Nadya Mason 
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OhpInErUnT0&index=4&list=PL19F9E7E0BE32A31F 
Duration: 5 minutes, 19 seconds 
 

Dr. Nadya Mason is an associate professor of physics at the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign.  In this profile, she discusses how she decided to study physics, her 
love of science, and her research on how electrons behave in low-dimensional, 
correlated materials.  

 
The Bridge – Black Sun: The Documentary (Trailer) 
URL: http://www.bridgingstories.com/projects/black-sun/ 
Duration: 1 minute, 56 seconds 
 

Black Sun: The Documentary is an upcoming film by cultural astronomer and filmmaker 
Dr. Jarita Holbrook.  The documentary features two African American astronomers and 
astrophysicists – Dr. Alphonse Sterling and Dr. Hakeem Oluseyi – who study and chase 
solar eclipses. 

 
Hubble’s Diverse Universe (Trailer) 
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gKin4JSHwfI 
Duration: 1 minute, 52 seconds 
 

Hubble’s Diverse Universe is a documentary which focuses on the impact of the Hubble 
Space Telescope and NASA on the careers of individual astronomers.  The trailer 
features Eric Wilcots, Dara Norman, Jarita Holbrook, and Kevin McLin.  Romeel Davé 
and Jarita Holbrook were the executive producers and interviewers of the film and the 
producer of the film was Lisa Boags. 

 
MAKERS – Katherine G. Johnson, NASA Mathematician 
URL: http://www.makers.com/katherine-g-johnson 

 
This eight-part video series features video interviews with Katherine Johnson, who 
worked at NASA as a “computer.”  In the videos, she talks about her experience joining 
the Langley Research Center in 1953 and eventually being transferred to an all-male 
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flight research team where she calculated trajectories for space shots including the 
Mercury mission and Apollo 11. 

 
The Moth: Go Tell it on the Mountain – Dr. Sylvester James Gates 
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDCbBWfhJ1o 
Duration: 21 minutes, 17 seconds 

 
In this video clip, The Moth and the World Science Festival collaborated to feature 
poignant, hilarious, and unpredictable stories of science.  Renowned theoretical physicist 
Dr. Jim Gates talks about physics and how, as a physicist, he has climbed many 
mountains over the course of his career.  He talks about his childhood negotiating the 
transition from an integrated military school system to a segregated society in Orlando, 
Florida and his struggles in pursuing science as an African American. 

 
National Society of Black Physicists 2004 
URL:   Part One – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=McfenURZYZY  
  Part Two – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zqa3f6r_ww8  
Date Uploaded: January 22, 2008 
Duration:  Part One – 7 minutes, 28 seconds 
    Part Two – 7 minutes, 44 seconds 
 

This two-part video series highlights moments from the 2004 conference of the National 
Society of Black Physicists.  Different members of NSBP, such as astronomer Beth 
Brown, are interviewed, and sessions and award ceremonies are covered.  These 
videos are a nice introduction to the work and membership of NSBP. 

 
Science History Rap Battles 
URL: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvgILFwoRX2meqrhB6QM-otkS40N8MsWZ  
Date Uploaded: 2013-2014 
Duration: Between 3-4 minutes 
 

Science History Rap Battles is a YouTube series created by Tom McFadden.  There are 
currently five episodes: Rosalind Franklin vs. Watson & Crick, Dwarf Planet, Alfred 
Wegener vs. the Fixists, Tycho Brahe vs. Johannes Kepler, and the Black Death vs. 
Yellow Fever.  Middle school students have written and perform in the videos.   

 
A Story About Race – Neil deGrasse Tyson 
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtMWvJiFR9E 
Date Published: March 1, 2013 
Duration: 12 minutes, 20 seconds 
 

In this interview by Thomas R. Cech, president of Howard Hughes Medical Institute, of 
astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson, he asks Dr. Tyson to discuss some of the more 
difficult moments in his journey to become an astrophysicist.  Tyson describes the 
pressures he faced as an African American pursuing astrophysics, battling the 
stereotype of African Americans as intellectually incapable of pursuing science, and the 
importance of being a public intellectual.   

 
TEDx Talks – Infinity explained in 3 minutes: Hakeem Oluseyi at 
TEDxIronwoodStatePrison 
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URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45pTq0ADz6o 
Date Uploaded: June 8, 2014 
Duration: 3 minutes, 50 seconds 
 

Hakeem Oluseyi is an astrophysicist, educator, and humanitarian who has made 
important contributions to computer technology and space research.  In this TEDx talk, 
he explains the concept of infinity and other physics concepts in an accessible way.   

 
THINKR – Dr. Ronald Mallett Builds a Time Machine 
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7MWUyRNUS3U 
Duration: 2 minutes, 44 seconds 
  

Dr. Ron Mallett, a professor of physics at University of Connecticut discusses how he 
became dedicated to his life goal of learning to travel through time after the premature 
death of his father when Mallett was ten years old.  He also talks about the physics 
behind time travel.  

 
THINKR – How to Time Travel 
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vP8OWIY39PA 
Duration: 6 minutes, 29 seconds 

 
Dr. Ronald Mallett discusses his struggle to study time travel within the physics 
community.  He talks about how an illness led to a breakthrough in his work to build a 
time machine and the different ideas about time travel including wormholes and then 
describes how his concept of time travel works.     

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office – Minority Inventors: America’s Tapestry of Innovation 
URL: http://www.sutherlandmedia.com/video_minority_inventors.php 
Date Uploaded: Unknown 
Duration: 3 minutes, 54 seconds 
 

This video features Dr. James West, physicist and inventor of the Electret microphone, 
discussing his research at Bell Laboratories and the significance of his invention today. 
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